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The higher dimensional concepts corresponding to trees were first 
defined in [2], and generating functions were found which enumerate 
unlabeled 2-trees. A formula for one kind of labeled 2-tree (point-labeled) 
is given in [I] and the formulas for two others are given here. 
Let P be a 2-dimensional simplicial complex. For convenience 
0-simplexes, 1-simplexes, and 2-simplexes are called points, lines, and cells. 
A walk of length n in P is an alternating sequence xo, ~1, x l ,  ~2, x~ ..... 
xn-1, ~, ,  xn of lines xi and cells ~i such that each line x~ is incident with 
the cells ai and ~i+1 9 The walk is closed if xn = x0. 
We call P a 2-tree if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) every pair of lines are joined by a walk, 
(ii) P contains no closed walks of length greater than one in which 
the cells are distinct, 
(iii) P is simply connected. 
A consequence of this definition (see [2]) is that if a 2-tree has p points, 
q lines, and r cells, then q ---- 2p -- 3 and r -- p -- 2. A 2-tree is point- 
labeled when each of its p points is assigned a different integer from 1 to p. 
Line-labeled and cell-labeled 2-trees are similarly defined. Thus the answer 
to the problem of finding the number of labeled 2-trees has three parts. 
The answer to the first part, which is given in the following proposition, 
is verified in [1]. 
PROPOSITION 1. The number of point-labeled 2-trees with p points, 
q lines, and r cells is p.t q~4/(2r.t). 
Associated with every 2-tree T there are three automorphism groups. 
The point-group of T, denoted I'o(T ), consists of all incidence preserving 
permutations of the points of T. The line-group, I'I(T ), and the cell-group, 
/'2(T), are defined similarly. From a result in [3], we know that a 2-tree 
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T with p points, q lines, and r cells can be point-labeled in p !/I -Po(T)[ ways. 
Similarly it can be line-labeled and cell-labeled in q!/[ lr'l(T)l and r!/[/'2(T)I 
ways, respectively. 
For all 2-trees T, we have r -P0(T)[ = I f ' I(T)I. I f  T consists of a single 
cell then I/-'0(T)l = 6 but f/"z(T)l = 1. There is only one other 2-tree 
whose point-group and cell-group have different orders. Let T be the 
2-tree with p > 3 points whose r = p -- 2 cells contain the same line. 
Then t _P0(T)f ----- 2r! but I -P~(T)] = rL 
The next two propositions follow quickly from Proposition 1 and the 
observations above. 
PROPOSITION 2. The number qf line-labeled 2-trees with p points, 
q lines, and r cells is q! q~-4/(2r!). 
PROPOSITION 3. The number of cell-labeled 2-trees with p > 3 points 
and q lines is (q~-4 -k 1)/2. 
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